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This book is a volume in the Penn Press anniversary collection to mark its 125th anniversary in 2015. The University of Pennsylvania Press rereleased more than 1,100 titles from Penn Press's distinguished backlist from 1899-1999 that had fallen out of print spanning an entire century. The anniversary collection offers peer-reviewed scholarship in a wide range of subject areas.
End protests and riots ravaged most cities the Kennedys and MLK were assassinated and corruption found its way to the highest levels of politics culminating in Watergate in 1965 at the beginning of the chaos twenty-two year old Paul Letersky was assigned to assist the legendary FBI director J. Edgar Hoover who had just turned seventy and had by then led the bureau for an incredible forty-one years. Hoover was a rare and complex man who walked confidently among the most powerful his personal privacy was more tightly guarded than the secret files he carefully collected and that were so feared by politicians and celebrities through Letersky’s close working relationship with Hoover and the trust and confidence he gained from Hoover’s most loyal senior assistant Helen Gandy Paul became one of the few able to enter the director’s secretive and sometimes perilous world since Hoover’s death half a century ago millions of words have been written about the man and hundreds of hours of TV dramas and a list Hollywood films produced but until now there has been virtually no account from someone who for a period of years spent hours with the director on a daily basis balanced honest and keenly observed this vivid foibles and all portrait of the fabled scourge of gangsters Klansmen and communists the Wall Street Journal sheds new light on one of the most powerful law enforcement figures in American history collection of incunabula and early medical prints in the library of the surgeon general’s office US Army Ser 3 V 10 P 1415 1436 includes music 近年強い関心が寄せられているアタッチメント理論 本書はこの理論を正確に臨床家へと伝えるため実証研究で標準化されているアタッチメントのアセスメント法 測定法を紹介し その評価方 5章にわたる実践例によりアタッチメント理論の臨床への導入が誘われる with the aging of the baby boomers and medical advances that promote longevity older adults are rapidly becoming the fastest growing segment of the population as the population ages so does the incidence of age related disorders many predict that 15
20 of the baby boomer generation will develop some form of cognitive decline over the course of their lifetime with estimates escalating to up to 50 in those achieving advanced age although much attention has been directed at Alzheimer's disease the most common form of dementia it is estimated that nearly one third of those cases of cognitive decline result from other neuropathological mechanisms in fact many patients diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease likely have co morbid disorders that can also influence cognition i.e., vascular cognitive impairment suggesting mixed dementias are grossly under diagnosed the clinical handbook on the neuropsychology of aging and dementia is a unique work that provides clinicians with expert guidance and a hands-on approach to neuropsychological practice with older adults the book will be divided into two sections the first addressing special considerations for the evaluation of older adults and the second half focusing on common referral questions likely to be encountered when working with this age group the authors of the chapters are experts and are recognized by their peers as opinion leaders in their chosen chapter topics the field of neuropsychology has played a critical role in developing methods for early identification of late life cognitive disorders as well as the differential diagnosis of dementia neuropsychological assessment provides valuable clinical information regarding the nature and severity of cognitive symptoms associated with dementia each chapter will reinforce the notion that neuropsychological measures provide the clinician with sensitive tools to differentiate normal age-related cognitive decline from disease-associated impairment aid in differential diagnosis of cognitive dysfunction in older adults as well as identify cognitive deficits most likely to translate into functional impairments in everyday life each chapter is written by one or more invited world
renowned experts information provided in handy reference tables and design charts numerous 
examples demonstrate how the theory outlined in the book is applied in the design of structures. 
tremendous strides have been made in the last decades in the advancement of offshore exploration 
and production of minerals. This book fills the need for a practical reference work for the 
state of the art in offshore engineering. All the basic background material and its application in offshore 
engineering is covered. Particular emphasis is placed in the application of the theory to practical 
problems. It includes the practical aspects of the offshore structures with handy design guides. 
Simple description of the various components of the offshore engineering and their functions. 
The primary purpose of the book is to provide the important practical aspects of offshore 
engineering without going into the nitty gritty of the actual detailed design. It provides all the 
important practical aspects of ocean engineering without going into the nitty gritty of actual design 
details. Simple to use with handy design guides. References tables and charts numerous 
examples demonstrate how theory is applied in the design of structures. Nicht zuletzt im 
zuge des dieselskandals hat die debatte um den kollektiven rechtsschutz wieder an fahrt 
gewonnen. Ein kernthema von kollektivverfahren ist die adäquate repräsentation der 
geschädigten in deren interesse muss auch bei einer einvernehmlichen streitbeilegung eine 
 faire und angemessene lösung gewährleistet werden. Deshalb gehört es zum internationalen 
standard dass ein vergleich vom gericht überprüft und genehmigt werden muss um bindungswirkung zu erlangen für die us amerikanische class action und das niederländische wcam kann hier auf langjährige erfahrungen verwiesen werden bei der musterfeststellungsklage und dem kapmug fehlen diese jedoch noch. Alexander eggers untersucht die gerichtliche kontrollfunktion daher aus.
rechtsvergleichender perspektive neben ihren ausgangsbedingungen und maßstäben
berücksichtigt er unter anderem die Frage nach der Entscheidungsgrundlage des
gerichts sein anliegen ist es lösungsansätze zu finden die eine effiziente
streitbeilegung ermöglichen und zugleich die Interessen der repräsentierten wahren
coal production and processing technology provides uniquely comprehensive coverage
of the latest coal technologies used in everything from mining to greenhouse gas
mitigation featuring contributions from experts in industry and academia this book
discusses coal geology characterization beneficiation combustion coking gasification
and liquef contemporary clinical psychology third edition introduces students to
this fascinating profession from an integrative biopsychosocial perspective
thoroughly updated to include the latest information on topics central to the field
this innovative approach to studying clinical psychology delivers an engaging
overview of the roles and responsibilities of today’s clinical psychologists that is
designed to inform and spark interest in a future career in this dynamic field
highlighting evidence based therapies multiple case studies round out the portrayal
of clinical practice designed for graduate and undergraduate students in
introductory clinical psychology courses this book provides an overview of
approaches to language and culture and it outlines the broad interdisciplinary field
of anthropological linguistics and linguistic anthropology it identifies current and
future directions of research including language socialization language reclamation
speech styles and genres language ideology verbal taboo social indexicality emotion
time and many more furthermore it offers areal perspectives on the study of language
in cultural contexts namely africa the americas australia and oceania mainland
southeast asia and europe and it lays the foundation for future developments within
the field in this way the book bridges the disciplines of cultural anthropology and linguistics and paves the way for the new book series anthropological linguistics in view of the current debate on the application of greek and roman rhetoric to biblical texts c joachim classen aims at determining both the opportunities and the limits of such forms of criticism stressing the importance of supplementing the ancient categories by modern ones he emphasizes the difference between letters such as paul s epistles and other kinds of texts for example the gospels and the need to select the aspects and criteria of rhetorical criticism accordingly and tries to illustrate how such criticism may be practised in addition he answers the question to what extent paul was familiar with greek rhetoric by an examination of his vocabulary and analyses at length melanchthon s early lectures his handbooks and his commentaries to show some of the roots of this type of criticism the manner in which its greatest exponent developed it and the qualities ideally required for its successful application oh joy oh rapture describing the nineteenth century miscarriage enveloped in mystery pregnancy and miscarriage in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries before its due time setting standards in miscarriage 1830 1860s dr taylor went up in the uterus miscarriage treatment and intrusive interventions 1860 1900 the body in the clot medical interest in miscarried tissues 1870 1912 matthias mohr geht der frage nach wie erfolgreich unternehmen mit ihren qualifizierungsstrategien sind der autor erhebt dazu daten von 220 unternehmen verschiedener branchen und größenordnungen sowie von über 17 000 anwendern this book is a printed edition of the special issue the challenges of water management and governance in cities that was published in water efforts to establish the measurement and control of sustainability have produced notable tools but those
instruments lack applicability in practice increasing the level of standardization of such tools also seems difficult to achieve because the contexts surrounding the focal organizations differ considerably therefore what we need is a systematic interdisciplinary assessment of how to measure and control sustainability so that we can establish an essential definition and up to date picture of the field measuring and controlling sustainability attempts to provide such an assessment in 17 chapters organized into four main topic sections a organizations and social value creation concepts responsibilities and barriers b accounting measurement performance and diffusion of social value c practical and managerial insights from real life cases and d choices incentives guidance and ethics this research anthology provides a comprehensive collection of cutting edge theories and research that will further the development and advancement of measuring and controlling sustainable efforts in theory and managerial practice international humanitarian law ihl is in a state of some turbulence as a result of among other things non international armed conflicts terrorist threats and the rise of new technologies this incisive book observes that while states appear to be reluctant to act as agents of change informal methods of law making are flourishing illustrating that not only courts but various non state actors push for legal developments this timely work offers an insight into the causes of this somewhat ambivalent state of ihl by focusing attention on both the legitimacy of law making processes and the actors involved understanding why and how failures occur is critical to failure prevention because even the slightest breakdown can lead to catastrophic loss of life and asset as well as widespread pollution this book helps anyone involved with machinery reliability whether in the design of new plants or the maintenance and operation of existing ones to understand
why process equipment fails and thereby prevent similar failures in the future.

人間中心の設計 ユーザビリティ評価法
人間計測 人間特性データベース 世界のユーザビリティ 関係法規などを満載 ユニバーサルデザインのすべてがわかる
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dthis book is a volume in the penn press anniversary collection to mark its 125th anniversary in 2015 the university of pennsylvania press rereleased more than 1 100 titles from penn press s distinguished backlist from 1899 1999 that had fallen out of print spanning an entire century the anniversary collection offers peer reviewed
scholarship in a wide range of subject areas
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the first book ever written about fbi director j edgar hoover by a member of his personal staff his former assistant paul letersky offers unprecedented clear eyed and compelling mark olshaker coauthor of mindhunter insight into an american legend the 1960s and 1970s were arguably among america s most turbulent post civil war decades while the vietnam war continued seemingly without end protests and riots ravaged most cities the kennedys and mlk were assassinated and corruption found its way to the highest levels of politics culminating in watergate in 1965 at the beginning of the chaos twenty two year old paul letersky was assigned to assist the legendary fbi director j edgar hoover who d just turned seventy and had by then led the bureau for an incredible forty one years hoover was a rare and complex man who
walked confidently among the most powerful his personal privacy was more tightly guarded than the secret files he carefully collected and that were so feared by politicians and celebrities through letersky s close working relationship with hoover and the trust and confidence he gained from hoover s most loyal senior assistant helen gandy paul became one of the few able to enter the director s secretive and sometimes perilous world since hoover s death half a century ago millions of words have been written about the man and hundreds of hours of tv dramas and a list hollywood films produced but until now there has been virtually no account from someone who for a period of years spent hours with the director on a daily basis balanced honest and keenly observed this vivid foibles and all portrait of the fabled scourge of gangsters klansmen and communists the wall street journal sheds new light on one of the most powerful law enforcement figures in american history
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with the aging of the baby boomers and medical advances that promote longevity older adults are rapidly becoming the fastest growing segment of the population as the population ages so does the incidence of age related disorders many predict that 15 to 20 of the baby boomer generation will develop some form of cognitive decline over the course of their lifetime with estimates escalating to up to 50 in those achieving advanced age although much attention has been directed at alzheimer’s disease the most common form of dementia it is estimated that nearly one third of those cases of cognitive decline result from other neuropathological mechanisms in fact many patients diagnosed with alzheimer’s disease likely have co morbid disorders that can also influence cognition i.e. vascular cognitive impairment
suggesting mixed dementias are grossly under diagnosed the clinical handbook on the neuropsychology of aging and dementia is a unique work that provides clinicians with expert guidance and a hands on approach to neuropsychological practice with older adults the book will be divided into two sections the first addressing special considerations for the evaluation of older adults and the second half focusing on common referral questions likely to be encountered when working with this age group the authors of the chapters are experts and are recognized by their peers as opinion leaders in their chosen chapter topics the field of neuropsychology has played a critical role in developing methods for early identification of late life cognitive disorders as well as the differential diagnosis of dementia neuropsychological assessment provides valuable clinical information regarding the nature and severity of cognitive symptoms associated with dementia each chapter will reinforce the notion that neuropsychological measures provide the clinician with sensitive tools to differentiate normal age related cognitive decline from disease associated impairment aid in differential diagnosis of cognitive dysfunction in older adults as well as identify cognitive deficits most likely to translate into functional impairments in everyday life
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each chapter is written by one or more invited world renowned experts information
provided in handy reference tables and design charts numerous examples demonstrate how the theory outlined in the book is applied in the design of structures. Tremendous strides have been made in the last decades in the advancement of offshore exploration and production of minerals. This book fills the need for a practical reference work for the state of the art in offshore engineering. All the basic background material and its application in offshore engineering is covered. Particular emphasis is placed in the application of the theory to practical problems. It includes the practical aspects of the offshore structures with handy design guides. Simple description of the various components of the offshore engineering and their functions. The primary purpose of the book is to provide the important practical aspects of offshore engineering without going into the nitty gritty of the actual detailed design. Provides all the important practical aspects of ocean engineering without going into the nitty gritty of actual design details. Simple to use with handy design guides. References, tables, and charts numerous examples demonstrate how theory is applied in the design of structures.
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Nicht zuletzt im Zuge des Dieselskandals hat die Debatte um den kollektiven rechtsschutz wieder an Fahrt gewonnen. Ein Kernthema von kollektivverfahren ist die adäquate repräsentation der geschädigten in deren interesse muss auch bei einer
einvernehmlichen streitbeilegung eine faire und angemessene lösung gewährleistet werden deshalb gehört es zum internationalen standard dass ein vergleich vom gericht überprüft und genehmigt werden muss um bindungswirkung zu erlangen für die us amerikanische class action und das niederländische wcam kann hier auf langjährige erfahrungen verwiesen werden bei der musterfeststellungsklage und dem kapmug fehlen diese jedoch noch alexander eggers untersucht die gerichtliche kontrollfunktion daher aus rechtsvergleichender perspektive neben ihren ausgangsbedingungen und maßstäben berücksichtigt er unter anderem die frage nach der entscheidungsgrundlage des gerichts sein anliegen ist es lösungsansätze zu finden die eine effiziente streitbeilegung ermöglichen und zugleich die interessen der repräsentierten wahren
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c-coal production and processing technology provides uniquely comprehensive coverage of the latest coal technologies used in everything from mining to greenhouse gas mitigation featuring contributions from experts in industry and academia this book discusses coal geology characterization beneficiation combustion coking gasification and liquef
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contemporary clinical psychology third edition introduces students to this fascinating profession from an integrative biopsychosocial perspective thoroughly updated to include the latest information on topics central to the field this innovative approach to studying clinical psychology delivers an engaging overview of the roles and responsibilities of today’s clinical psychologists that is designed to inform and spark interest in a future career in this dynamic field highlighting evidence based therapies multiple case studies round out the portrayal of clinical practice designed for graduate and undergraduate students in introductory clinical psychology courses
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this book provides an overview of approaches to language and culture and it outlines the broad interdisciplinary field of anthropological linguistics and linguistic anthropology it identifies current and future directions of research including language socialization language reclamation speech styles and genres language ideology verbal taboo social indexicality emotion time and many more furthermore it offers areal perspectives on the study of language in cultural contexts namely africa the americas australia and oceania mainland southeast asia and europe and it lays the foundation for future developments within the field in this way the book bridges the disciplines of cultural anthropology and linguistics and paves the way for the new book series anthropological linguistics
in view of the current debate on the application of greek and roman rhetoric to biblical texts c joachim classen aims at determining both the opportunities and the limits of such forms of criticism stressing the importance of supplementing the ancient categories by modern ones he emphasizes the difference between letters such as paul’s epistles and other kinds of texts for example the gospels and the need to select the aspects and criteria of rhetorical criticism accordingly and tries to illustrate how such criticism may be practised in addition he answers the question to what extent paul was familiar with greek rhetoric by an examination of his vocabulary and analyses at length melanchthon’s early lectures his handbooks and his commentaries to show some of the roots of this type of criticism the manner in which its greatest exponent developed it and the qualities ideally required for its successful application.

oh joy oh rapture describing the nineteenth century miscarriage enveloped in mystery pregnancy and miscarriage in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries before its due time setting standards in miscarriage 1830 1860s dr taylor went up in
the uterus miscarriage treatment and intrusive interventions 1860 1900 the body in the clot medical interest in miscarried tissues 1870 1912
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matthias mohr geht der frage nach wie erfolgreich unternehmen mit ihren qualifizierungsstrategien sind der autor erhebt dazu daten von 220 unternehmen verschiedener branchen und größenordnungen sowie von über 17 000 anwendern
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this book is a printed edition of the special issue the challenges of water management and governance in cities that was published in water
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efforts to establish the measurement and control of sustainability have produced notable tools but those instruments lack applicability in practice increasing the
level of standardization of such tools also seems difficult to achieve because the contexts surrounding the focal organizations differ considerably therefore what we need is a systematic interdisciplinary assessment of how to measure and control sustainability so that we can establish an essential definition and up to date picture of the field measuring and controlling sustainability attempts to provide such an assessment in 17 chapters organized into four main topic sections a organizations and social value creation concepts responsibilities and barriers b accounting measurement performance and diffusion of social value c practical and managerial insights from real life cases and d choices incentives guidance and ethics this research anthology provides a comprehensive collection of cutting edge theories and research that will further the development and advancement of measuring and controlling sustainable efforts in theory and managerial practice
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international humanitarian law ihl is in a state of some turbulence as a result of among other things non international armed conflicts terrorist threats and the rise of new technologies this incisive book observes that while states appear to be reluctant to act as agents of change informal methods of law making are flourishing illustrating that not only courts but various non state actors push for legal developments this timely work offers an insight into the causes of this somewhat
ambivalent state of ihl by focusing attention on both the legitimacy of law making processes and the actors involved
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understanding why and how failures occur is critical to failure prevention because even the slightest breakdown can lead to catastrophic loss of life and asset as well as widespread pollution this book helps anyone involved with machinery reliability whether in the design of new plants or the maintenance and operation of existing ones to understand why process equipment fails and thereby prevent similar failures
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